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myTuner Radio 6.0.2 Now Supports Alexa and Sonos
Published on 03/29/18
The myTuner radio team brings big news about the latest version for iOS and Android. Now
you can enjoy myTuner Radio, not only on your mobile devices, desktop devices, wearables,
TV sets, set-top boxes and connected cars, but now also on Alexa and Sonos. On Alexa you
only need to ask it to open myTuner radio and then request it to play a station of your
choice. myTuner Radio is a multi-platform solution that allows you to listen to 50,000
radio stations from more than 200 countries.
Porto, Portugal - The myTuner radio team is very excited about the latest version for iOS
and Android, because it brings big news! Now you can enjoy myTuner Radio, not only on your
mobile devices (iOS, Android and Windows Phone), desktop devices (Web, Windows and Mac),
wearables (Apple Watch and Google Wearables), TV sets, set-top boxes and connected cars,
but now also on Alexa and Sonos (beta version).
myTuner Radio team is always making an effort to be available on more and more platforms.
That being said, we couldn't ignore the fact that Alexa and Sonos were the next big step
we had to take to be available to even more people. So, myTuner Radio team made this
possible! The latest version of myTuner Radio supports Alexa and Sonos and it is
uber-simple to use.
On Alexa you only need to ask it to open myTuner radio and then request it to play a
station of your choice (e.g. Step 1 - "Alexa open myTuner Radio" Step 2 - "Play BBC radio
one"). Looking for a recommendation? With myTuner Radio opened already on Alexa you can
play the most popular stations from 200 countries or territories (e.g. "What are the most
popular stations in the United States?".) You can also tell myTuner Radio to play your
preferred genre (e.g. "Play the best jazz radio stations").
myTuner Radio's latest version is also pretty simple to play on Sonos. You only have to
run the Sonos app, add the music service myTuner Radio and start enjoying your favorite
stations and podcasts directly from myTuner Radio into your Sonos wireless speakers,
wherever you are.
myTuner Radio features the best radio listening experience and the best way to discover
new hits or remember old ones you didn't listen to in a while, on your favorite radio
stations.
Remember that, above all, myTuner Radio is a multi-platform solution that allows you to
listen to 50,000 radio stations from more than 200 countries / territories. The iOS and
Android versions of myTuner Radio are available for Free and you can download them at any
time.
Language Support:
myTuner Radio for mobile devices supports English, Spanish, Portuguese (European and
Brazilian), German, Italian, Turkish, Japanese, Korean, Chinese (Simplified and
Traditional), Russian, Danish, Dutch, Indonesian, Norwegian, Polish, Swedish, Thai and
Arabic languages.
Device Requirements (iOS):
* iPhone, iPod touch and iPad
* Offers app for Apple TV and Apple Watch and offers support for Apple CarPlay
* Requires iOS 9.0 or later
Device Requirements (Android):
* Offers app for Android TV and Android Wear and offers support for Android Auto
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* Requires Android 4.1 or later
Pricing and Availability:
myTuner Radio 6.0.2 is currently available for Free for iOS in the App Store and in the
Google Play Store in the Music category.
myTuner Radio 6.0.2:
https://mytuner-radio.com/homepage/
More Information:
https://mytuner-radio.com/news/2018/03/29/alexa-and-sonos-play-mytuner-radio/
myTuner Radio on Alexa:
https://www.amazon.com/Appgeneration-Software-technologies-Lda-myTuner/dp/B079WY54N
Q/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-skills&ie=UTF8&qid=1522256137&sr=1-1&keywords=mytuner+radio
Download from iTunes:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id520502858?at=11l64h&pt=420029&ct=mytuner_SonosAlexa_PR
&mt=8
Download from Google Play :
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.appgeneration.itunerfree&referrer=utm_sour
ce%3DPR%26utm_medium%3Demail%26utm_campaign%3DSonosAlexa
Screenshot :
https://mytuner-radio.com/media/news/2018/03/29/amazon_sonos.png

Based in Porto, Portugal, AppGeneration Software specializes in software development and
editorial content to provide a unique experience centered on smartphones and tablets.
Copyright (C) 2018 AppGeneration and myTuner Radio. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, iPhone, iPod, and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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